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Dear Chairman Herz:
Lawyers for Civil Justice has already submitted
comment letter
submitted a comment
dated July 23,2008
draft entitled
23, 2008 to the Board regarding the exposure
exposure draft
"Disclosure of Certain Loss Contingencies: An Amendment of
ofFASB
FASB
Statements No.5
and
14J(R)"
(the
"Exposure
Draft").
The
comments
No. 5 and 141(R)"
Draft").
comments were
also submitted on behalfofDRI,
of Defense &
& Corporate
behalf of DRI, the Federation of
Corporate
Counsel, the International
International Association of Defense Counsel, and the
Association
Association of
of Defense Trial Attorneys.
Attorneys. As noted in that comment letter,
these organizations are concerned because the exposure draft threatens both
the attorney-client privilege and the contidentiality
of litigation
litigation work
work product.
confidentiality of
product.
We suggested
suggested that the Board exempt litigation
litigation contingencies from the
proposed
proposed amendments.
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We are pleased to see that the Board has acknowledged
acknowledged the concerns
about the potential impact of the Exposure Draft
Draft raised by many
organizations and individuals.
participating in the
individuals. We look forward to participating
roundtable discussion to address the unique
of litigation contingencies
unique nature of
contingencies
and the importance
importance of the attorney-client privilege and the work-product
of reporting
reporting entities and
protections. We are confident that, with the input of
protections.
other concerned
Drat! can be revised to
concerned entities and individuals, the Exposure Draft
adequately protect these important litigation
safeguards.
litigation
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However, we are concerned
of Financial Accounting
concerned about Statement
Statement of
Accounting
Standards No. 141
141(R),
(R),asas scheduled
scheduled totogo
go into
intoeffect
effect for
for fiscal
fiscal years
years
beginning on or after December
December 15,
15, 2008. As you know, SFAS No. 141(R)
addresses how entities should record and disclose information about a
business combination and its effects. The version of
of SFAS No. 141
(R) that is
141(R)
scheduled to go
go into effect
effect would require
require acquiring
acquiring entities to disclose the
amounts recognized
recognized for any loss contingencies or an explanation or why no
amount was recognized. Moreover, acquiring
acquiring entities would be required to
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disclose
disclose the nature of
of both recognized and unrecognized contingent
liabilities. Finally, the acquiring entities would have to disclose the range of
of
outcomes for both recognized
recognized and unrecognized
unrecognized liabilities or, if
outcomes
if no estimate is
possible. (See SFAS
141(R)
SF AS No. 141
(R)
possible, disclose why the estimate is not possible.
68(j).)
680)0
These requirements present the same concerns
regarding litigation
concerns regarding
contingencies that we addressed in our prior letter. The type of
of information
contingencies
of the potential loss, is
that would have to be disclosed, including estimates of
generally protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege
privilege and the
work-product doctrine. Forced disclosure of
of this information could
potentially lead to subject-matter waiver of the attorney-client
attorney-client privilege.
privilege.
Moreover, the disclosure of this information will unfairly tip the balance
of
balance of
Moreover,
entity. As we noted in our prior
letter,
information against the reporting entity.
prior letter,
of the potential amount of
of
information about the entity's internal evaluation of
the loss can provide an unfair advantage to the entity's litigation adversary.
adversary.
And the requirement to explain why no estimate is possible may also result in
the disclosure
disclosure of
of otherwise protected information.
By delaying the effective date of the Exposure
Board has
Exposure Draft, the Board
recognized that the potential
potential threats to the attorney-client privilege and the
work-product doctrine should be addressed before implementation. We now
of SFAS
SF AS No.
respectfully suggest that the Board delay the effective date of
ofthese
141(R), or at least the loss contingency provisions, because of
these same
concerns. This delay will protect the attorney-client privilege and workproduct doctrine while the Board considers the issues raised by the Exposure
Exposure
product
Draft. We strongly urge the Board to ensure that the final amendments to
No. 5 and SFAS No. 141
141 adequately protect both the attorney-client
SFAS No.5
privilege and the work-product doctrine.
If you have any questions about our concerns, or need additional
information, please contact LCJ Executive Director Barry Bauman at 202429-0045.
429-0045.
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We arc
pleased to submit these commcnts
li)r
are pleased
comments on hchalfof
behalf of Lawy.:rs
Lawyers for
Civil Justice,
Justice, DR],
DRL Federation
Federation of
of Defense of
of Corporate Counsel,
International Association
Association of
of Defense Counsel
Counsel and the Association of
of Defensc
Defense
Trial Attorneys.
Attorneys. LCJ is a natioO<l1
national organization
organi/ation ofcorporatc
of corporate counsel and
dcfcnsc
defense attorneys
attorneys dedicated to improving
improving th.:
the civil justice system,
system, LCTs
LCJ's
membership consists of
of in-house corporate
corporate counsel, outside defense
defense counsel,
mcmhership
of the DRL
DRI. Fedcration
Federation of
of Defense &
& Corporate
Corporate Counsel,
Counsel,
and the leadership of
the International
International Association of
of Defense Counsel. LCJ has long
and thc
pnlmoted consideration of
promoted
of issues that directly impact
impact the problems
problems
system and has always sought to work with oth"r
other
confronting the civil justice system
members
members of the legal community Il)
to achieve fair and rcasonahle
reasonable solutions.
solutions.
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Accordingly, we believe it is impcrative
imperative to comment on the Board's
Exposure Draft regarding disclosure
disclosure of
of cCI1ain
certain loss contingencies. Our
adversarial litigation system depends on a delicate halance
int(mnation
balance of
of information
available to each
procedure rules
each side. This halance
balance is estahlished
established in civil procedure
opinions that han;
have heen
been cratted
crafted hy
by gCIl.:rations
generations of
of experience.
experience. The
The
and court opinions
proposed amendments in the Exposure Drat!
proposed
Draft \\ould
would dramatically
dramatically shili
shift that
detriment of reporting entities. We therefore respectfully
respectfully
balance to the detriment
request that the Board reconsider
reconsider the application
application of
of the n.:w
new disclosure
requirements to litigation contingencies.
contingellcies.
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Litigation..creates
unique loss contingencies.
Litigation
creates unitluc
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by litigation arc
are uni4uc
unique in several respects.
Loss contingencies created hy
First, the potential loss is extremely
extremely ditticult
difficult to estimate.
estimate, especially at the
outset. An ultimate
ultimate outcome otten
often depends on fadors
factors outside
outside the entity's or
its counsd',
counsel's control. For example, the outcome may be impaded
impacted hy
by changes
changes
common law,
law, statutes,
statutes, or rcgulations.
regulations. Additionally, the outcome
outcome will he
be
in common
affected hy
by decisions made by the COLII1
court throughout
throughout the course
course of
of the
alkctcd
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litigation regarding venue.
certitication, viability
venue, choice
choice oflaw.
of law, scope of
of discovery.
discovery, class certification,
of
of other
of claims and defenses.
defenses, admissibility
admissibility of
of expel1
expert opinions.
opinions, and admissibility of
evidence,
ditlicult to predict. For
evidence. These decisions
decisions depend on many variables and are difficult
of possible
possihlc alternatives.
alternativcs.
some decisions.
decisions, thc
the cOUl1
court has discretion
discretion to choose among <Ja range of
Some of
of the decisions
decisions are subject to reconsideration
reconsideration by the court if circumstances change.
change.
Still other decisions (such as scope of
of discovery and admissibility
admissibilityof
of evidence)
evidence) arc
are
dependent
\'iability of
dependent on how the court resolves issues such as class certitication
certification and viability
of
claims and defenses.
Even alter
Illay depend
depend on
after the f(lregoing
foregoing issues are rcsol\'ed,
resolved, the ultimate outcome may
a jury's verdict.
verdict, which
which is
is even Illore
more difficult to predict than ajudge's
a judge's rulings. Due to thc
the
ajury's
of the string of
of unpredictable
unpredictable decisions on the ultimate outcome,
outcome. any effort
cffoli to
impact of
of any such liability
predict whether a particular
particular case will result in liability or the extend of
is necessarily inexact and subject to repeated re-evaluation
re-evaluation throughout
throughout the litigation.
The Supreme Court ofthe
of the United
United States recently addressed the inherent
unpredictability of
of one aspect
aspect of
of jury awards: punitive damage awards. In Enon
Exxon
Shipping Co.
litigation
Co. \'.
v. Baker.
Baker* the Court considered
considered the punitive damage award in litigation
punitive damages
related to the Exxon Valdez oil spill in 1989. The Court noted that punitive
damages
and
suffer
from
"stark
unpredictability."
awards by juries vary over a wide spectrum
spectrum
suffer
unpredictability." The
judicial determination of
of
Court could have made the same observation with respect to judicial
punitive damages.
successive court
damages. Over
Over the almost twenty
twenty years of
of that litigation, successive
rulings set the punitive award at $5 billion. $4 billion,
52.5 billon,
billon. and
billion, $4.5
$4.5 billion.
billion. S2.5
finally S507
$507 million.
Alhlitiollully,
evaluations
Additionally, the advcrsarial
adversarial nature
nature oflitigation
of litigation requires that internal evaluations
ofthe
evaluate
of the claim be kept confidential.
confidential. Prudence demands that a litigation defendant evaluate
all potential
potential legal theories and arguments that could be asserted by the plaintiff.
Disclosure of
of this internal
internal evaluation
evaluation would prejudice the defendant's litigation position
plaintifTthat
in several ways: (l)
(1) it may suggest
suggest legal theories and arguments
arguments to the plaintiff
that the
plaintiff
internal evaluation
evaluation as an
plaintiff had not considered; (2) the plaintifTcould
plaintiff could try to use the internal
admission of
usc the internal evaluation
evaluation as
of liability or damages; and (3) the plaintiff
plaintiff could use
leverage in settlement discussions.
As a result.
protect such internal
result, virtually all jurisdictions
jurisdictions in the United States protect
evaluations from disclosure.
disclosure. For example. Federal Rule
Rule of Civil Procedure
Procedure 26(b)(3)(A)
protects such work product
federal court has
product from discovery
discovery in federal cases. One federal
explained that this protection
jf)r strategic litigation
litigation
protection exists to "cstablish
"establish a zone ofprivac)'
of privacy for
adversary's preparation."
planning and to prcvent
prevent one party Irom
from piggybacking
piggybacking on the adversary's
preparation."
(;.S.
Ad/man. 68 F.3d
of privacy is essential
essential to
U.S. \'.v. Atliman,
F..M 1495.
1495, ISOI
1501 (2nd
(2nd Cir.
Cir. 1995). This zonc
zone of
a litigant's
litigant's ability to tully
fully investigate
investigate a claim and to prepare and present a vigorous
defense.
The proposed disclosure requirements would be
implement and
and are
are not
be costly to implement
likely to assist users of financial
financial statements.
likely
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The Board
Board has stated that the proposed
proposed disclosure requirements are intended to
"'assist
"assist users of
of tinancial
financial statements
statements in assessing the likelihood,
likelihood, timing,
timing, and amount of
of
future cash flows associated
assoeiated with
with loss contingencies."
contingencies."' The Board
Board anticipates
anticipates that the
proposed new requirements
requirements "will improve overall quality of
of disclosures about loss
contingencies
contingencies by providing
providing tinancial
financial statement users with important
important inf()fJllation."
information." But
with respect
respect to litigation related loss contingencies, the proposed
proposed requirements
requirements will be
expensive to implement
implement and will not likely provide helptul
helpful guidance.
As noted
noted above, an evaluation of
of potential losses ti'om
from litigation requires
requires
consideration of
of multi
multiple
all of
of the potential
potential variables and
pic variables. Fully analyzing all
their outcomes
outcomes would require enomlOUS
enormous expenditure of time and other resources. The
Exposure Draft's requirement
requirement that the evaluation
evaluation be updated
updated quarterly
quarterly would multiply
multiply the
costs involved.
involved.

significantly, the usefulness of
of the resulting
resulting estimate would not justify these
More significantly,
costs. First.
First, as noted above, any estimate of
of the amount of
of potential
potential loss would rest on
several
several shaky layers of
of unpredictable variables and assumptions. The underlying
assumptions would have to be disclosed
disclosed to make the estimate meaningful. But (as
fully below), disclosure of
of the
The underlying
underlying assumptions would likely entail
discussed more tully
of intormation
information covered by the attorney-ciic:nt
attorney-client privilege or the attorney
attorney work
the disclosure of
product and would give the entity's adversary
adversary unjustified
unjustified insight into the entity's view of
of
the dispute.
Second,
Second, hecause
because of
of the difficulty
difficulty of
of predicting the variables
variables noted above, the
resulting estimate is unlikely to be helptul.
helpful. It
It may be accurate under a particular set of
of
assumptions, but the accuracy of the assumptions
assumptions themselves
themselves would he
be difticult
difficult to
asccl1ain.
ascertain. Additionally,
Additionally,because
becauseof
ofthe
thelayered
layerednature
natureof
ofthe
thevariables,
variables,aachange
changetotoone
one
variahle
variable (either because
because an assumption is incorrect or because
because of
of coul1
court action),
action), will have
a cascading
cascading effect on the other variables and necessarily
necessarily on the ultimate estimate itself
itself.
Third, understanding the variables and the signiticance
significance of
of the necessary
assumptions requires specialized
specialized training
training in law and in other areas of
of expertise (such
(such as
to
accounting or statistics). Users without the necessary
training
could
easily
tail
necessary
fail
appreciate
appreciate the importance of
of particular
particular variahles
variables or assumptions
assumptions and misinterpret the
inti.lnnation
information that is disclosed.
disclosed.
Because of
of these diftieulties,
difficulties, the additional disclosun:
disclosure reqllircments
requirements reg,<lrding
regarding
litigation are
arc not likely
likely tu
to satisfy
satisfy the Board's stated goals. L;sers
Users oftinandal
of financial statclTICnts
statements

may believe that they are getting more complete disclosurcs,
disclosures, but in reality, the required
additional disclosures will not providt:
provide a more accurate view of
of the potential loss than the
disclosures
disclosures currently required
required by FAS 5.
5. Users will have nothing mOTe
more than guesses
based on layers of
of assumptions that arc
are subject to change throughout
throughout the course of
of the
litigation. Indeed.
Indeed, the disclosures
disclosures proposed
proposed by the Exposure Dratlmay
Draft may well provide an
view, especially at the outset of litigation, because
because of
of the many unpredic:table
unpredictable
inaccurate view,
variables. Such a view would hamper, rather than
than hdp,
help, the user's understanding
understanding of
of the
potential loss contingency.

The proposed disclosure requirements Olav
may actually harm investors.

Beyond the difficulty
difficulty of
of making
making an accurate evaluation of
of the litigation,
litigation, the
disclosures required
required by the Exposure Drali
Draft present a more direct threat to investors.
investors. The
The
disclosures could impair the entity's ability to defend the litigation, thereby increasing
increasing the
potential loss.
The proposed
proposed disclosure requirements
requirements pose an unjustilied
unjustified risk to the attomeyattorneyc1icnt
client privilege.
privilege. United States law has long recognized
rccogni/ed that.
that, with few exceptions, the
communications
communications between attomey
attorney and client must b"
be invi"latc.
inviolate. This communication
privilege allows the party to provide its attorney with all
all necessary ini(mnation
information to defend
the litigation. It
It also allows the attorney to give the client candid evaluations of
of the
possible outcomes
outcomes of
of the litigation
litigation without
without fear that such evaluations will be used by the
party's opponent. The candid exchange ofinl(mllation
of information between attorney and client is
essential to the attorney's ability
ability to protect the client's
client's interests.
The proposed
proposed amendments in the Exposure Draft pose t(lUr
four threats to this
privilege. First, the qualitative
qualitative disclosures
disclosures are likely to be based, at least in part, on the
evaluation and advice of
of the entity's attorney. Second, the entity Illay
may he
be required to
disclose communications
communications with
with its outside counsel to its outside auditors
auditors to support the
qualitative disclosures.
disclosures. Third, the partial disclosure of
of the entity's comlllunications
communications with
its outside
outside counsel could result
result in a "subject matter" waiver of
of attorney-client privilege
that would require a much broader
broader disclosure of the tontity's
entity's communications
communications with its
counsel. Fourth,
if
adopted,
the
amendments
would
have
a
chilling
Fourth,
chilling effect
effect on the
communications between
between attorney and client and thereby would impair
impair the attorney's
ability to defend the client's interests.
interests.
The proposed disclosure requirements would provide
provide a party's litigation
adversaries the patiy's
internal
evaluations
of
the
dispute.
party's internal
of
dispute. Disclosure
Disclosure of
of this
this work
product would put the entity
entity at a distinct
distinct disadvantage. The entity's adversary would
have access to the entity's evaluation ofthc
of the claim
claim without having to disclose its own
evaluation. This one-sided
one-sided transler
transfer of
of inlemnation
in formation is the litigation equivalent
equivalent of
of giving
the enemy
enemy the high l,'Tound
ground in battle. It would create
create a distinct disadvantage
disadvantage te)r
tor the entity
and impair its ability to defend against the claim.
claim. This, in turn, would result in harm to
the entity's investors.

nature of
of the contingency does not
The ability to aggregate the disclosures by nature
address these prohlems.
problems. First.
First, because litigation matters arc
are largely fad
fact specilic,
specific, it is
unclear
unclear how the qualitative
qualitative discl,lsures
disclosures would be aggregated. Second,
Second, many entities'
litigation exposure
exposure is made up of
of one large claim
claim or group ofdaims
of claims (such as mass tort
litigation). In
In those instances,
instances, agl,'Tegation
aggregation will not prevent the inj,mnation
information from heing
being
used by the l'l1tity's
litigation
adversaries.
entity's
We recognize
recognize that the Board has also attempted to address these concerns by
exemption for infonnation
information that "could
"could aftect.
affect, Itl
to the entity's detriment, the
including an exemption

4

outcome
outcome of
of the contingency itself." The exemption allows aggregation
aggregation of
of disclosures at a
higher level.
level, and.
and, "in rare instances" permits the entity
entity to withhold
withhold infonnation.
information. But this
exemption for prejudicial
prejudicial infornlation
information is inadequate.
inadequate. First.
First, as noted above.
above, the ability to
aggregate will frequently be insufficient
insufficient to protect prejudicial
prejudicial inl(lrmation.
information. Second.
Second, even
when the exemption is applied.
applied, the Exposure
Exposure Dralt
Draft states that
In no circumstance mayan
may an entity forgo disclosing the amount
amount of
of the claim
or assessment
assessment against the entity
entity (or, if there is no claim amount.
amount, an
estimate of the entity's
entity's maximum exposure
exposure to loss);
loss);....
. . and providing a
estimate
description of
of the factors that are likely to ancct
affect the ultimate outcome of
of
the contingency along with the potential
potential impact on the outcome.
outcome.
As ddailed
detailed above.
above, this is precisely the type of
of infotmation
information that is otherwise protected
protected
Irom
from disclosure during litigation;
litigation; theretore.
therefore, this
this infonnation
information could affect the outcome
outcome of
of
the>
the contingency
contingency itself. By requiring disclosure
disclosure of this info011ation
information in all
all cases.
eases, the
the
Exposure Draft sil,>Tlifieantly
significantly limits the usefulness
usefulness of
of the prejudicial-int()011ation
prejudicial-information
exemption.

The proposed disclosure requirements may also adyersely
adversely impact the work of audit
committees.
These same concerns
audit-committee
concerns apply to disclosures related to audit-committee
investigations. Under Sarbanes-Oxley.
Sarbanes-Oxley, audit committees of
of publicly-traded entities
entities have
wide-ranging authority
authority to investigate
investigate and remedy wrongdoing
wrongdoing by the entity's omeers
officers and
employees.
employees. If an audit committee investigation
investigation results in a finding of
of wrongdoing, the
proposed disclosure requirements could potentially apply to disclosures regarding the
audit committee's lindings.
findings. In addition to disclosures about the committee's findings and
the action taken.
taken, the Exposure
Exposure Drali
Draft could require the entity to disclose in detail
detail any
potential claims that could result from
/i'om the wrongdoing.
This disclosure presents
presents two key problems. First.
First, it threatens the attorney-client
and work product privileges discussed above. Second.
Second, it would require the entity to do
the work of
of its potential
potential litigation
litigation adversaries. The required disclosures would detail the
potential claims and the potential
potential damages and would
would essentially create a wadmap
roadmap for
anyone seeking
seeking to pursue a claim against the entity.
Conclusion

carefully balances the
In sum. the adversary litigation system in the United States eardully
for disclosure and the need for confidentiality. Both sides in litigation arc attixded
afforded
need ttlr
the freedom to investigate
investigate theories and arguments without fear that they will aid their
opponent. The proposed
proposed disclosure
disclosure requirements in the Exposure Dran
Draft threaten this
cardul
careful balanee.
balance. An entity would be required to publicly
publicly disclose its own and its
counsel's
counsel's evaluations
evaluations "fthe
of the merits of
of the dispute.
dispute. This disclosure
disclosure would
would give the entity's
adversary an unt:1ir
unfair advantage in the litigation. At the same time.
time, the litigation adversary
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would be protected from
from disclosing its
its evaluation
evaluation of the merits. The resulting
resulting shift in the
informational balance would be harmful to
to the entity
entity and its investors.
investors.
TI1erefore,
Therefore, we respectfully
respectfully suggest that the
the Board except litigation-related
litigation-related loss
contingencies from the application of the amendments in
in the Exposure Dratl.
Draft. The current
current
disclosure requirements strike an
an appropriate balance
balance among thc
the need for
for disclosure
disclosure of
of
potential loss
loss contingencies,
contingencies, the uncertainty of litigation,
litigation, and the need to protect internal
evaluations of those
those uncertainties
uncertainties from
from disclosure
disclosure to
to litigation
litigation adversaries.
adversaries.
evaluations

Sincerely,
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ason, President
President
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Robert lJ~Fhmier, President*
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cc: Joe Damico
Technical Director
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